January 19, 2015: Senate Meeting

7:32pm - Meeting Started
WELCOME TORI IPPOLITO: She loved smelling tacos… from Mexico. But hates fruit. Fun Fact.
Lightning Round:
Annaliese
- Meeting with Annie - Got hot water station for Emerson, tea, etc.
- Host Event for Studying Abroad: Low responsibility, commitment; but a good event idea
Matt
- MCAT stuff, Organic Chemistry, No Meeting
Tori
- Back into USA
- Word of Mouth, how to let people know that you are Senator… hmmm
Alex
- Director of YMCA is coming soon! Yay!!
Jef--f-f-f-f-f-f-f
- GETTING A COLD?!
- Three day weekend - work marathon. a 5K to be exact. Graduate stuff, busy.
- Apolis Event - frustrations but its going good. It will go good.
  - List of Contacts for Businesses - Logistic Problems is all.
Andy
- Went to Ojai, surfed
- Met with Peter Zippi - WAC - HE IS ON TOP OF IT - logistics, everything.
Angela
- Clubs and Cupcakes
- Focus Week
- POSTERS
- Luke - Basketball - WIN!!!
  - Personally: Writing an article for Dissertation
MONDAY NIGHT AT 7:00pm - YOGA

Noah
- Surf at Rincon
- Reading A TON.
  - He’s going to turn into a Phoenix. Fun Fact...
Tommy
- He was plagued. Lots of meetings rescheduled.
  - MOVING ON.

7:50pm - Layman’s Terms! WCSA = STUDENT GOVERNMENT. better term, more accessible as a term.
7:51pm - Bill #1: A. Lillenberg - Global Leadership Summit Bill
- Discussion
- Vote: 5 for, 2 absent

7:56pm - Bill #2: ICP Lunar New Year Bill
- WAC is separate from ICP - but should we maintain consistency with how to support these organizations? Are we holding the fundings for ICP? So we are planning on setting up a meeting with ICP.
- Nothing is pressing to deny this, as there is no “second round funding”, but how should we maneuver through this?
- Cannot go through WAC - what is their budget?
- Anyway - Questions to Consider.

Clean Up - Two Bills Killed that are no longer Applicable (see Gardner and Casey)

8:09pm - Noah’s Bill
- Water Bottle Filling Station
- Will the filters be a recurring cost?
- Executive Committee did not vote as the Filter Costs is left ambiguous, but wording is good.
- Vote on it next week.

Yoga/Zumba - logistics yet again.
Updates on Debates: Nice Theme, Formal, etc. Straw pole, advertising, Focus Week, etc.
Anything Else? Networking, types of Companies will be there, local, etc, Apolis Event is getting together, logistical issues like above.

8:20pm - Any further Business? Yes. Apolis? Extend Invite to SBCC/UCSB? What do we think?
Time and Venue still up for debate, logistical problems… Pepperdine option? What do we think?
Goal to create opportunities for Westmont Students.

Adjourned: 8:25pm